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It is shown that the maximum number of colors needed to paint the edges of a 
connected graph G of order p so that in every cycle of G there is a nonzero even 
number of edges of at least one color is p - 1. A study on the minimum number of 
colors to edge-color G under the same requirement seems to be more promising. 
Similar notions may be formulated for digraphs and hypergraphs. These concepts 
were motivated from a study on balanced signed graphs. 
Let G = (V, E) be a finite, loopless undirected graph of order p with k 
components, and let q,,,,(G) (resp. smin(G)) denote the maximum (minimum) 
cardinality of a partition P = {Ej} of E(G) satisfying 
for any cycle Z of G, 0 < lE(Z) f’ Eil E 0 (mod 2) for at least 
one E, E P. (1) 
A partition P of E(G) with 1 PI = m satisfying (1) is called an eclen m-edge 
coloring of G. We were motivated to introduce these notions from a study of 
balance in signed graphs. In this paper, we will show that s,,,(G) = p - k. 
THEOREM. If G is a connected graph of order p, then q,,,,(G) = p - 1. 
Proof: To see that s,,,(G) < p - 1 it is sufficient to note that in any 
even edge coloring P with more than p color classes Ei, a selection of one 
edge from each color class gives rise to a subgraph of G containing a cycle. 
Since this cycle meets each color class in either 0 or 1 edge, P does not 
satisfy (l), a contradiction. 
To show that E max(G) > p - 1. pick any vertex of G and denote it by 
V pi i . Then pick a vertex vPVz adjacent to up-, , a vertex up- 3 adjacent to at 
least one of the vertices up-, and vPm2, etc. until all vertices of G are denoted 
by vo, VI,..., up-, in such a way that each vi, i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., p - 2, is adjacent 
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to at least one of the vertices viii, oifZ,..., upPI. This is possible because G 
is connected. Now, color any edge vivj by the color max{i, j}. Evidently, an 
even (p - I)-edge coloring results so that e,,,(G) > p - 1. 
COROLLARY. For any graph G of order p with k components q,,,,(G) = 
p - k. 
A study of E,,,~“(G) seems to be more intriguing. It is easy to see that 
Emin = maxBEgG amin( where 2G denotes the set of blocks of G. We 
have the following: 
Conjecture. For any integer N > 3, smin(Km) = n for all values of m with 
2”-’ < rn < 2”. 
Remark. The notion of even m-edge colorings may be analogously 
defined for digraphs as also for hypergraphs. 
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